The Wheel of
Fate
A tool for the Mythic: Game Master Emulator
The Wheel of Fate is a volvelle representation of the Mythic Game
Master Emulator’s “Fate Chart”. A volvelle is also known as a wheel
chart, “dial-o-matic”, info chart, dial chart, calculator, and other names.
While originally specific to astronomy (and becoming rather popular in
the Middle Ages up through the twentieth century), volvelle seems to
be the universal term for them now.
To use, simply turn the “dial” to indicate the current Chaos Rank, and
then you may quickly reference the target Probabilities and their
exceptional values for all eleven Odds exposed in the windows. It also
serves as a reference for the other Mythic information you’ll need: How
to Use the Fate Chart, Summary of Resolving Random Events, Event
tables, and more.
This particular volvelle was created mostly for fun, but we’ll call it a tool
in the hopes that you find it both fun and useful. You’ll need at least 2
pieces of card stock. White for the Wheel page will probably work best,
but you could potentially use a different color for the Cover page, as
long as the print remains legible. You’ll also need some scissors,
perhaps a razor blade or X-acto knife for the finer cuts, and an adhesive
roller, double-sided tape, or Aileen’s Tacky Glue (school glue will warp
paper). And don’t forget to bring your mad paper-cutting skills.
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Instructions
1. Print out pages 2 and 3 of this document on card stock. Print to
Actual Size and/or borderless printing, with NO scaling to fit.
2. Cut out the Wheel and a Hub as indicated (spares are provided).
a. Fold/curve 2 opposing “flaps” of the Hub “up” so that
they can be inserted through the hole you’ve cut in the
middle of the Wheel. It will be tight, but it should turn if
you hold the thing firmly by the Hub.
3. Cut out the “gray bits” on the Cover. These expose the Wheel
through the Cover (the Chaos window in the middle you can cut
after folding in Step 4, for better symmetry).
4. Fold the Cover in half along the gray middle line.
5. Test-fit your Wheel and Hub contraption into the Cover. Hold it
firmly by the Hub and ensure the Wheel moves as expected in
the Cover by thumbing the edge of it through the Chaos
window. You may need to make this hole slightly bigger to get
the numbers to line up correctly in all the windows. It may also
be helpful to mark this location of the Wheel’s middle hole on
the insides of the Cover.
6. Tack it all down with adhesive roller, double-sided tape, or glue:
a. Only adhere the outside of the Hub to both inside faces
of the Cover (ie. don’t adhere the Hub to the Wheel or it
won’t spin – be wary of glue soaking through).
b. Adhere the top, left, and bottom inside edges (only the
edges – remember the Wheel needs to spin freely) of
the Cover to itself.
7. Now you’re ready to play (once it’s dry, of course)!
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